THRONE GAMES
Complete the challenges to win the throne!
This team building day will see teams go head to head on a range of activities all themed around the
famous TV show ‘Game of Thrones’. Starting the day by creating their very own House Banner, teams will
then have the opportunity to win house points by completing a series of games and challenges.
Which team will win the ‘Throne Games’ and be crowned the champions?!

THE CHALLENGES
•

Create Your Banner (Flags)
All teams will start the event by creating their own house
banner to take round the challenges with them.
Choose 3 challenges from the below for a half day event
Or
6 challenges for a full day event

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Battle Archery
Trebuchets
Canon Fire
Axe Throwing
Castle Wall
(The Sack of Kings Landing)
Shipwrecked (The Battle of Blackwater)
The Crate Escape
‘Sending a Raven’ (Falconry)
‘Escape’ (Obstacle Course)

•

The Grand Finale will see the top two teams going head to head
on a Tug of War to determine who will be crowned as the
Winners!

TEAM COAT
OF ARMS

Welcome to the Throne
Games training camp.
Your team will have to
prepare for the battles
ahead and create your
coat of arms to take
into war!

BATTLE ARCHERY
Teams will go head to head in this battle of the Archers! Dodge the arrows from your opponents
and hide behind your bunkers. With the aim of the game to hit as many targets as possible in
this time restricted challenge. Those who are really skilled and manage to catch an arrow from
your opponent, can even win back an eliminated team mate!

TREBUCHETS

This medieval weapon was used in huge historical battles, and now it’s your turn to load, aim and fire!
All the equipment will be provided, but it’s your team’s task to figure out how it all goes together.
It is a test of accuracy and skill. Fire the ammunition (water balloons!) via the trebuchets at the other
team and the targets. Points will be scored for hitting the targets & other people!

CANONS
Your team will allocate roles from Gun Captain to Powder Monkey in this exercise to successfully
load and fire these replica cannons.
Originally these cannons were designed to fire a cannon ball over a mile. The aim of this is not to
go that far but to land on the appropriate targets.

AXE THROWING

How good are your throwing skills? We will instruct you on how to throw that axe as if you mean
it! You’ll use medieval throwing axes, the kind that were used in battle during the Middle Ages.
Our friendly and professional instructors will guide you and you'll be hitting those wooden
targets in no time. Fun, competitive and suitable for everyone

CASTLE SIEGE

Battle has commenced!
Half of the team shoots sponges over
an inflatable castle wall, the second
half tried to catch as many as they can
and ultimately….win those important
points for their house!

SHIPWRECKED
The Battle of Blackwater

Your ship has been hit and is sinking fast. During the explosions some members of the crew have
been injured. The mission is to escape from the sinking vessel without falling into the shark infested
waters. Will your crew cross the water in time and survive?

THE CRATE ESCAPE
Teams are tasked to solve the mysteries hidden within the crate which will hold a precious gem.
In order to be successful, communication is key as multiple clues and unrelated items, need to be
connected if the team are to find the hidden mysteries within the box.

Thinking out of the box is advised if your house are to succeed over the efforts of your competitors

SENDING A FALCON

This is a rare chance to meet these
magnificent birds of prey at close hand and
audience interaction will be encouraged. Our
Falconer will be on hand to demonstrate the
birds’ capabilities as well as to address the
guests and answer questions.
This experience offers the chance to
participate in the most ancient field sport:
This involves watching a short display and
sending one off for a flight and returning
back to land on your arm.

‘ESCAPE’

Those who will succeed in the ‘Throne Games’
must be nimble and quick if they are to escape
the wrath of the Dragons!
Dodge the rats, find your way through the maze
and make your way over and under the obstacles
in this relay race against the clock.

TUG OF WAR FINALE
Teams will go head to head in this fun yet competitive test of brawn!

This is a true test of the strength and technique of each Team
Will your team pull together for victory?

CONTACT DETAILS

For more information about the activities and events on offer, please call a
member of the team. Events will be put together on a bespoke basis, to suit your
needs.

ACF Teambuilding and Events Ltd
01934 862305
info@acfteambuilding.co.uk

